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Abstract House price indexes are usually calculated period-wise, i.e., it is assumed that indexes
do not change within a time interval of predetermined length. The shorter a period the more
precise the index. However, period lengths have to be long enough to guarantee a sufficiently
large number of observations per period yielding stable results. Considering the housing market
there are usually not enough transactions to construct monthly or even weekly or daily indexes.
Continuous time hedonic methods, that are proposed here, entirely drop the topic of accurate
period length selection and rather measure time on a continuous scale. Additionally, locational
effects are accounted for continuously by including a two-dimensional price map defined on exact
longitudes and latitudes. Next to a standard model, I provide an extension that allows shadow
prices to evolve over time. Using data for Sydney, Australia, over the period from 2001 to 2011,
I compare the resulting indexes from this model to various discrete indexes for different period
lengths. I find that indexes differ significantly both in terms of turning points and the index level.
It is shown that discrete indexes have an additional source of subjectivity as they are sensitive
towards the selection of period lengths and starting points. They are prone to an averaging effect
that leads to imprecise measurement of index levels. Furthermore, there are robustness results
emphasizing the attractiveness of continuously estimated house price indexes.
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1 Introduction
Real estate is the primary financial asset of many households: Fessler et al. (2009) find that in
Austria 62% to 68% of the total wealth of households is tied up in residential housing. Similar
ratios are found also in other countries: around 60% in the US and the UK and approximately
80% in Italy, Germany and Sweden. According to Syz (2008) in the United States residential real
estate accounts for $ 21.6 trillion. Furthermore, Case et al. (2005) could show that changes in house
prices have a larger impact on household consumption in the US and other developed countries
than changes in stock-market prices. Sharply rising house prices are usually tell-tales of financial
crises as it also was the case in the recent global financial crisis starting in 2007 (see for instance
Claessens et al., 2010). Yet the importance of the housing market to the overall economy is unquestioned, there are still open questions how to accurately measure movements in house prices.
Wallace and Meese (1997) state that indeed financial economists frequently name measurement
error in real estate prices as the primary reason for their lack of focus on these markets. Access to
precise and reliable indexes is furthermore crucial to home-owners, investors, financial institutions
and policy-makers.
In this paper I propose a continuously estimated index that extends the hedonic time-dummy
approach. The main advantage of continuous indexes is that current transactions are linked to
preceding transactions. Schwann (1998) used a time-series-based approach to reach this goal. His
method is particularly useful for thin markets. In Schwann’s approach the intercept is the only
time-dependent component. In reality, also other parameters and especially the valuation of location may vary over time. A method that extends Schwann’s approach with this regard is proposed
by Francke and Vos (2004). Despite these examples, house price indexes generally rely on regression
techniques rather than time-series approaches and the index I propose here follows this tradition.
The Divisia price index formula is another approach to construct time-continuous indexes, which
to my knowledge has not been applied in a housing context thus far (see Divisia, 1926; Hulten,
1973).
The continuous time index described in this paper extends standard hedonic index construction
techniques and therefore can directly be compared to them. A continuous index is achieved by replacing periods indicators by a single continuous time variable. In other words, the discretization of
the time scale through introducing periods – e.g., years, quarters or months – is cancelled and the
continuous time variable enters the hedonic model as a smooth function. To estimate such smooth
functions, the theory of Generalized Additive Models is applied. These kind of models date back
to Hastie and Tibshirani (1990). Thereafter, Eilers and Marx (1996) and Wood (2006) amongst
many others produced important contributions. There are several advantages of such a continuous
estimation of the time effect compared to other classic hedonic approaches that rely on period-wise
index construction: The resulting continuous index can be evaluated at any point in time within the
period of observation. The classical approaches however deliver only one estimate per period. These
estimates report an average of the price development within the period – peaks and troughs within
a period might be averaged out. Misleading or wakened trends, wrongly placed turning points and
particularly wrong price levels are the result. These problems especially appear when long period
lengths are chosen. Another advantage of the continuous estimation is, that nothing like a period
or period length has to be specified a priori. In other words, this approach allows to circumvent
the challenge of choosing accurate periods and period lengths, which drops a source of subjectivity
as indexes are quite sensitive towards these choices. To a certain extent, median and time-dummy
indexes approach the continuously estimated index with decreasing period lengths. This indicates
that a continuous index is more precise than period-wise constructed indexes. Flexibility in terms
of allowing shadow prices to evolve over time is brought in by applying Varying-coefficient Models
as proposed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1993). The resulting indexes are very robust in terms of
time fixity, frequency of recorded transactions and sample sizes.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes standard methods to construct house
price indexes. Thereafter, section 3 explains the construction of a standard continuous index, an
extension that allows for flexible shadow prices and derives formulas to calculate standard errors.
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Section 4 describes the dataset that will be used to derive the empirical results presented in section
5. Robustness properties are described in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes.

2 Standard methods to construct house price indexes
There are four main types of house price indexes: median, stratification, repeat-sales and hedonic
indexes. Three of them, namely a median, stratification and a hedonic index, will be considered
in this paper and shortly described in the following. For a comprehensive survey see for instance
Hill (2013) or de Haan and Diewert (2013). Median indexes report the median price of all houses
transacted during a period. Such indexes ignore differences in quality and location and hence might
be misleading when the mix of sold houses changes from period to period or the overall quality of
houses increases or decreases over time. Such changes are plausible especially when the number of
traded houses per period is small or when the whole environment changes for instance due to a
crises in the housing market. However, accurate measurement is most urgently needed in times of
stress. Hence, median indexes require a large number of observations per period to deliver usable
results. Usually, this can only be achieved by long periods or coverage of huge geographical areas
which in turn leads to imprecise measurement. The median index has two main advantages which
are first and foremost its simplicity and a very low demand for data as nothing else than transaction prices and periods are necessary.
Stratification methods (alternatively referred to as mix-adjustment indexes) are an extension
of simple median indexes. Thereby, observations are clustered into a number of strata according
to some stratification variables which describe the location of dwellings and / or their physical
characteristics. The idea is to cluster comparable dwellings, calculate a median index separately for
each stratum and finally aggregate the various indexes to an overall index. The more stratification
variables are used the more precise will the overall index be as the mix of dwellings in each stratum
becomes more homogeneous. However, stratification is subject to certain limitations: First, very
detailed stratification according a large number of locational and physical characteristics dramatically decreases the number of observations per stratum and simultaneously increases the variance
in each stratum. Second, fine stratification demands high-quality data since next to transaction
prices and dates detailed information regarding the quality of the dwellings is needed.
Hedonic indexes regress the price of a house on a vector of physical and locational characteristics
to control for differences in qualities. A comprehensive description of the historical development
of hedonic indexes can be found in Griliches (1991). In a housing context there are mainly three
methods to construct hedonic indexes which are the time-dummy, imputation and characteristics
method. In the following I will extend the time-dummy approach to develop a continuous index.
The time-dummy approach is therefore described in more detail in the following section. Hedonic
methods in general are widely used as they offer a very flexible way to control for differences in
quality and location. This comes for the price of high data demand as – additionally to transaction
prices and dates – a list of house characteristics is needed. If important price determining characteristics are left out, hedonic indexes might suffer from an omitted variables bias. Additionally,
hedonic methods are sometimes criticized to be too flexible in terms of possible variables includes
or choices of functional forms: Shiller (2008) writes, “The problem is that there are too many possible hedonic variables that might be included, and if there are n possible hedonic variables, then
there are n-factorial possible lists of independent variables in a hedonic regression, often a very
large number. One could strategically vary the list of included variables until one found the results
one wanted. Looking at different hedonic indexes for the same city, I remember seeing substantial
differences, which must be due to choices the constructors made. Thus, the indexes have the appearance of hypotheses rather than objective facts.”. Often the choice for an index construction
method is driven by the available data. A high degree of flexibility is therefore beneficial to get
as much information as possible out of the data at hand. Additionally, housing market differ and
methods that suit well for one dataset are not necessarily the right choices for others, which again
speaks for a large set of tools to choose from. This paper adds another approach to the existing
stock of alternatives to construct hedonic indexes.
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3 A time-continuous index
The time-dummy method is a widely used approach to construct house price indexes. Its main
advantages are simplicity and a one-model approach. Estimating only one model rather than separate models for each period is beneficial as less prior structure is imposed: Period-wise models
almost force parameters – that are interpreted as shadow prices – and the variance structure to
change from period to period. Within a period these parameters are fixed though. There is no
convincing reason why such changes should only happen at the beginning of a new period and the
decision to choose a certain period length and starting points is rarely driven by considerations
about an optimal developing pattern for these parameters. Besides that, indexes based on periods
detect movements in the housing market only between periods but not within. Peaks and troughs
within a period may be averaged out. An unluckily chosen period length might obscure dramatic
price changes just because of an averaging effect. The main argument for aggregating house sales
within a period is that prices do not change rapidly. But still, it is important to detect changes
once they occur regardless of the speed of change to avoid undetected and wrongly placed turning
points. Not only the period length might cause problems, also the starting points of a period are
actually subjective model specifications and an index might react very sensitive towards the exact
positioning of the starting points. For instance, letting yearly periods start on the first of January
or the first of July may imply very distinct indexes. These kinds of shortcoming are overcome by
switching from discrete to continuous indexes. Time is in fact a continuous variable and should,
therefore, be treated as such. In the following I will describe the construction method of a continuous index as a direct extension of a time-dummy index. Then, I will propose a way to account for
changes in the shadow prices and finally derive standard errors.
3.1 The standard approach
The classical time-dummy index results from the following hedonic equation:
log P = Dδ + Xβ + ε,

(1)

where P denotes the vector of transaction prices, X the matrix of structural and locational house
characteristics and β its associated (unknown) shadow prices. D is a matrix of dummy variables
indicating the period in which a house changes hands and δ denotes period-specific intercepts.
Finally, ε denotes a vector of independent and N (0, σ 2 )-distributed error terms. The hedonic
equation is written in semi-log form, which implies that house prices – and eventually also the
estimated parameters – are assumed to follow a log-normal distribution. The series of estimated
period-specific intercepts δ̂t , t = 1, . . . , T , build the basis of the house price index as they describe
changes in the housing market net of effects driven by house characteristics.1 The semi-log form
of the hedonic equation implies that the estimates δ̂t are on a logarithmic scale and have to be
back-transformed. This is usually done by just taking the exponent,
 
P̂t = exp δ̂t .
T

P̂ = (P̂t )t=1/P̂t∗ is then interpreted as house price index normalized with respect to period t∗ . This
method is equivalent to evaluating the hedonic model in every period for a constant combination
of house characteristics x̄. Let β̄ denote the vector of estimated parameters attributed to the vector
of characteristics x̄. Hence, the predicted and back-transformed house prices are given by
P̂t = exp(δ̂t + x̄β̄).
Normalizing yields
P̂t
P̂t∗

=

exp(δ̂t + x̄β̄)
exp(δ̂t∗ + x̄β̄)

=

exp(δ̂t )
exp(δ̂t∗ )

,

1 These effects include changes in the mix of houses with certain characteristics, changes in the locational distribution of transacted houses and – when parameters are allowed to evolve over time – changes in the evaluation of
characteristics and locations, i.e., changes in shadow prices.
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which is exactly the same as before. This second approach to extract an index is more convenient
when dealing with the continuous version presented below.
Probability theory yields that P̂ is a biased estimator, which was already pointed out by
Kennedy (1981). Model (1) entails


δ̂t ∼ N δ, σ 2 ((X̃ > X̃)−1 )tt ,

where X̃ = (D, X) denotes the full design matrix. The semi-log functional form implies that the
index numbers P̂t = exp(δ̂t ) follow a log-normal distribution. From the properties of a log-normal
distribution it then follows that an unbiased estimator for the mean price is given by


1 2
∗
>
−1
Pt = exp δ̂t − σ̂ ((X̃ X̃) )tt .
2
From these properties it is however also evident that P̂ is an unbiased estimator for the median
price. Estimating the development of median rather than mean house prices is advantageous as
the median is less sensitive towards outliers and therefore a more stable indicator for general
movements in the housing market. Indexes that track changes in median prices can be directly
compared to the simpler median and stratification approaches. Furthermore, the estimator Pt∗ relies on the estimated variance σ̂ 2 . This is problematic as the resulting estimates are only reliable if
the assumption of log-normally distributed house prices is true, which is not always met in reality.
Empirical analyses further show that the magnitude of the bias term, i.e., 21 σ̂ 2 ((X̃ > X̃)−1 )tt is very
small and therefore no great differences between P̂ and P ∗ are to be expected (see for instance
Syed et al., 2008). Also my own calculations for the dataset I am using in this paper yield the
same results. All these considerations led to the decision to rely on the estimator P̂t . For the same
reasons, I will also refrain from performing a bias correction for the continuous index.
To gain a continuous index, I first introduce a continuous time scale2 constructed from the
exact transaction dates by
TIMEi = YEARi +

MONTHi − 1 +
12

DAYi −1
30

.

(2)

Let TIME = (TIME1 , · · · , TIMEn )> for i = 1, · · · , n and n the number of observations. Using this
continuous time variable, the semi-log time-dummy model (1) changes to
log P = f (TIME) + Xβ + ε,

(3)

where f (·) is a smooth function that is estimated non-parametrically. As soon as such nonparametric components are included, the result is called Generalized Additive Model (GAM).
GAMs were originally developed by Hastie and Tibshirani (1990). Thereafter, Eilers and Marx
(1996) and particularly Wood (2006) amongst others came up with valuable contributions. Simon
Wood’s book offers a generous documentation of GAM theory and his R-package mgcv is a great
tool to use these models in practise.
GAMs are usually estimated by applying Penalized Least Squares. Thereby, a function is estimated that fits the data well enough and at the same time is sufficiently smooth. The trade-off
between model fit and model smoothness is controlled by a smoothing parameter. Considering the
simplest case of a GAM which consists of just one smooth component,
y = f (x) + ε,
a function fˆ is needed that minimizes
fˆ = arg min||y − f ||2 + λJ(f ),

(4)

f

2 This time scale assumes 30 days per month, i.e., a year consisting of 360 days. Although not much effort is
needed to exactly calculate the continuous time variable, the benefit from such a procedure is negligible. Using
working days only offers another suitable approach.
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where J(f ) is a penalty function that measures the wiggliness of f and λ is the smoothing parameter. The smoothing parameter controls the weights given to model fit and model smoothness.
Originally, a commonly used penalty function was
Z b
J(f ) =
f 00 (x)2 dx,
(5)
a

where [a, b] is the interval on which the smooth function shall live. Green and Silverman (1993)
prove that among all functions that are continuous on [a, b], have absolute continuous first derivative and interpolate a predetermined set of knots {xi , yi } natural cubic splines are optimal in
the sense of minimizing (5). However, this combination of penalty and basis function is open to
some criticisms (see Wood, 2006): First, one has to a priori choose the location of interpolation
knots, which introduces another degree of subjectivity to the model fitting process. Second, these
basis functions are only suitable for one-dimensional predictors. Third, it is not clear, why these
(or similar) basis functions are better in any sense than other basis functions that could be used.
Therefore, Wood (2003) proposes an approach that uses knot-free bases, can be applied to smooths
of any number of predictors and is optimal in a certain sense: thin plate regression splines. Thin
plate regression splines are especially well suited for modelling bivariate variables measured in the
same units as for instance spatial coordinates are. Therefore, I use this approach in all following
applications. A comprehensive theoretical discourse is found in Wood (2003, 2006).
The smoothing parameter λ (which is multidimensional as soon as there are several smooth components) enters the model as an additional parameter that has to be estimated applying an optimization criterion. For this reason, I use the Generalized Cross Validation (GCV) criterion. Minimizing
the GCV criterion is – at least asymptotically – equivalent to minimizing the expected squared
error.
Once the hedonic model (3) has been estimated, an index can be constructed in the same
manner as in the case of time-dummy models. Given a combination of house characteristics x̄,
the model is evaluated at these characteristics and a (narrowly spaced) sequence of points in time
within the period of observation. A very convenient way is to evaluate the index on a daily basis.3 The resulting predicted house prices are back-transformed using the exponential function and
normalized. Although the index is only evaluated at a discrete set of points, it is still continuous
as the model allows to calculate an index value at any arbitrary point of time within the period
of observation as a consequence of the smoothing algorithm applied. The index does not report
averaged values over a period in the evaluation process but precise numbers for every point in time.
Following the ideas of Hill and Scholz (2014), also locational effects enter the hedonic equation
as smooth components. Location is most accurately measured through the geographic coordinates
longitudes and latitudes. These coordinates enter the hedonic equation as two-dimensional smooth
function, f2 (LONG, LAT).4 Additionally to the smooth components f1 (TIME) and f2 (LONG, LAT), an
intercept β0 , continuous variables summarized in the matrix X cont with parameters β cont and
a categorical variable X cat with L levels and associated parameters β cat will enter the hedonic
equation, which eventually can be written in the extensive form5
log P = β0 + f1 (TIME) + f2 (LONG, LAT) + β cont X cont +

L
X
l=2

Thereby, 1{l} (X

cat

) denotes the indicator function

1, X cat = l
1{l} (X cat ) =
0, X cat 6= l.

βlcat 1{l} (X cat ) + ε.

3 To gain the most information the evaluation frequency should coincide with the format of the transaction date,
i.e., if the exact transaction date is known a daily evaluation shall be preferred over a weekly or monthly evaluation.
4 The transition from postcode or region dummy variables to a smoothly estimated price map defined on longitudes
and latitudes is a gain in precision as discrete measurement of the continuous locational effect is substituted by
continuous measurement of the former. This logic is equivalent to the transition from a discrete time measure to a
continuous measure of time.
5 The hedonic equation here includes only one categorical variable to simplify notation. The considerations in the
next section are of course not limited to this case.
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3.2 Accounting for changing shadow prices
The standard approach – as introduced in the previous section – assumes that valuation of house
characteristics and location does not change over time. In other words, the shadow prices or regression parameters are kept constant in the model. The following extension of the standard approach
allows for such flexibility. Hastie and Tibshirani (1993) introduced such kinds of extensions of
GAMs in a general setting and called them Varying-coefficient Models.
There are three types of predictor variables entering the hedonic model: categorical and continuous variables and the two-dimensional locational effect. Each type is treated differently as
described in the following.
Both, categorical and continuous covariates are allowed to vary over time by introducing interactions. Categorical variables are directly interacted with the smoothly estimated time effect. This
means that the term
L
X
βlcat 1{l} (X cat )
l=2

is replaced by

L
X
l=2

flcat (TIME|X cat

βlcat 1{l} (X cat ) +

L
X
l=2

flcat (TIME|X cat = l)1{l} (X cat ).

= l) is a smooth function which considers in the estimation process only observations satisfying X cat = l. So, additionally to the main effect associated with the lth level βlcat a
second, time-dependent effect flcat (TIME|X cat = l) enters the model. The total effect of level l is
then just the sum of the two, βlcat + flcat (TIME|X cat = l). Per construction, flcat (TIME|X cat = l) is
centred around zero and measures the deviation from the main effect βlcat . Alternatively, it is also
possible to center the smooth component around βlcat to avoid the main effect. Both approaches
are equivalent and choosing one of them is just a matter of taste.
Continuous variables cannot directly be interacted with a continuous time function. But it is
straightforward to categorize a continuous variable appropriately and add interactions between
this categorized variable and the continuous time effect. Let X cont be split into C categories and
X cont|C denote the categorization variable with C levels. Analogously, the term
β cont X cont
is replaced by
β cont X cont +

C
X
c=2

fccont (TIME|X cont|C = c)1{c} (X cont|C ).

Finally, the locational effect (LONG, LAT) shall also be allowed to evolve over time. Ideally, the
smooth function is updated regularly and frequently (e.g., monthly) by interacting f (LONG, LAT)
with period dummies. This is however subject to two practical limitations: First, if the chosen
period is too short, there are not enough observations to gain reliable estimates. Second, updating
the non-parametric term frequently is a computational burden. Such an index is still a good benchmark to analyse the importance of time-dependent locational effects. In the following I will call
this index the benchmark index. Additionally, I propose a method based on overlapping periods.
The basic idea is to estimate various models that allow f (LONG, LAT) to update at rare intervals.
These models all rely on the same length of updating intervals but differ in the starting points
of the intervals. Every model is then used to construct a daily evaluated index just as described
before. The predicted and untransformed values of each day are then averaged by using a geometric mean. After normalizing the resulting time series, the averaged index results. The benchmark
index has a major drawback: As discussed earlier the selection of period lengths and starting
points influences the resulting index and therefore brings in an additional amount of subjectivity. Choosing appropriate updating intervals is subject to the same considerations. The averaged
index tries to account for this subjectivity by averaging over many possible starting points of an
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updating interval. Therefore, the averaged index is expected to be superior to the benchmark index.
Above, I propose two different ways how to deal with continuous variables: First, I suggest to
cut a continuous parametric covariate into pieces and interact these pieces with the continuous time
effect. Second, I leave the continuous two-dimensional locational effect as it is and interact it with
time dummies. So, one time I recommend to discretize the continuous covariate and leave the time
effect as it is and the other time to discretize the time effect and leave the continuous covariate as
it is. Following the arguments in the last section, time effects should as far as possible be estimated
continuously which leads to a general preference for the first suggestion. Naturally, it would also be
possible to rely on a discretized locational effect that is interacted with the continuous time effect.
The reason why the method proposed here should be preferred is the great importance of a precise
estimation of the locational effect. f (LONG, LAT) allows locational effects to vary continuously over
space and any kind of discretization would lower the level of precision.

3.3 How to calculate standard errors
Standard errors are very useful to measure the preciseness of the constructed index. As mentioned
before time-dummy estimates follow a normal distribution. Its parameters are given by
δ̂t ∼ N (δt , σ 2 ((X̃ > X̃)−1 )tt ).
The continuous index is constructed by evaluating the continuously estimated time effect at arbitrarily many points of time within the period of observation. Let M be the prediction matrix6 , i.e.,
the matrix by which the estimated coefficients are multiplied to get the (untransformed) index:
Ŷ = M β̂.
M consists of constant values for all house characteristics but different values for the time variable
(for instance a list of all days within the period of observation). Ŷ is then a vector that describes the
time effect evaluated at a daily basis, Ŷ = (Ŷt )Tt=1 for T days. For additive models approximately
β̂ ∼ N (β, Vβ )
holds, where Vβ denotes the covariance matrix7 associated with the model parameters (see Wood,
2006). Therefore, Ŷ ∼ N (M β, M Vβ M > ). Using the properties of a log-normal distribution for the
price index Pt = exp(Ŷt ) finally yields
Var[Pt ] = exp 2 · (M β)t + (M Vβ M > )tt



e(M Vβ M

>

)tt


−1 .

The estimated standard errors for each evaluation of the price index are then obtained by using
plug-in estimates
sd
.e.(Pt ) =

r




>
exp 2 · (M β̂)t + (M V̂β M > )tt e(M V̂β M )tt − 1 .

6 Using Simon Wood’s R-package mgcv such a matrix can be easily obtained by the function predict.gam(...,
type=‘‘lpmatrix’’). Let x̄ be – as before – a vector of constant house characteristics. In a time-dummy setting the
matrix M is then given by


1 0 . . . 0 — x̄> —
 0 1 . . . 0 — x̄> — 


M =. .
.
..
..
 .. ..

.
.
0 0 . . . 1 — x̄> —

When smooth components enter the model, M ’s structure is a bit more complicated but remains conceptually
identical to the time-dummy case.
7 The estimated covariance matrix is a standard output of estimation tools.
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4 Data
I use a dataset created by Australian Property Monitors that consists of house transactions in
Sydney within the period 2001 to 2011. The dataset has two main advantages: first, a very large
number of observations (more than 430,000 over the whole period or approximately 39,000 per year
respectively) and, second, exact longitudes and latitudes of each house sale allowing to account
for locational effects in a very precise way. Its limitations are a small number of physical characteristics (land area, number of bed- and bathrooms) and a lot of missing values in the variables
number of bed- and bathroom (for almost 35% of the observations at least one information is
missing). The latter seems to induce a huge problem at first sight, however, the analysis can rely
on the complete observations since observations are incomplete at random (see Appendix A). To
avoid misleading results, I restrict the analysis to houses with transaction prices within the range
100,000 and 4 million Australian dollars, having at most six bed- or bathrooms and a land area
of less than 5,000 square meters. Table 1 reports summary statistics for all complete (and refilled
as described in the following) observations. The column OPERA contains information about the
distance in kilometres to the Sydney opera house calculated by using the exact position of the respective house and applying the haversine formula to measure distances on the surface of the earth.

Minimum
1st Quartile
Median
Mean
3rd Quartile
Maximum

PRICE

AREA

OPERA

100, 000
368, 000
520, 000
654, 611
765, 000
4, 000, 000

100.0
462.0
587.0
624.3
716.0
4, 996.0

0.68
12.86
22.01
23.53
31.73
66.30

1
2
3
4
5
6

BED

BATH

884
29, 914
131, 061
90, 634
21, 994
3, 376

101, 587
95, 632
31, 992
4, 489
762
138

Table 1: Summary statistics.

As pointed out before, there are many incomplete observations in the dataset. Table 2 reports
the number of missing observations per variable and year. Whereas there are a lot of missing
observations in earlier year, the number declines dramatically thereafter.
Year
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Observations
49, 742
45, 025
45, 510
33, 302
32, 959
35, 553
41, 118
33, 202
42, 947
38, 402
37, 535
435, 295

BATH
abs.
43, 826
38, 841
37, 770
24, 659
11, 732
9, 753
9, 036
5, 835
8, 296
6, 342
4, 605
200, 695

BED or BATH

BED
%
88.1%
86.3%
83.0%
74.0%
35.6%
27.4%
22.0%
17.6%
19.3%
16.5%
12.3%
46.1%

abs.
32, 675
29, 493
27, 652
16, 473
9, 322
8, 433
8, 600
5, 768
8, 205
6, 249
4, 562
157, 432

%
65.7%
65.5%
60.8%
49.5%
28.3%
23.7%
20.9%
17.4%
19.1%
16.3%
12.2%
36.2%

abs.
43, 870
38, 878
37, 803
24, 707
11, 802
9, 829
9, 141
5, 924
8, 415
6, 471
4, 731
201, 571

%
88.2%
86.3%
83.1%
74.2%
35.8%
27.6%
22.2%
17.8%
19.6%
16.9%
12.6%
46.3%

Table 2: Missing Values per variable and year.
The dataset also includes a unique identifier for each house that can be used to detect houses
that changed hands several times within the period of observations. These observations can be used
to reconstruct at least some missing values. This reconstruction method is based on logical rules
and refills only then when the value of the true but missing recording is obvious. If for instance a
house appears twice in the dataset and the number of bedrooms is available both times but the
number of bathrooms is available only for the second transaction, then the observed number of
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bathrooms of the first transaction is assumed to be also the number of bathrooms of the house at
the date of the second transaction. Of course one has to be careful as a house might have been
renovated and the number of bed- or bathrooms could have changed. Therefore, also the price
and date of transaction have been checked. A large change in price or a short period between two
transactions are indicators for renovation.8 In these cases missing characteristics have not been
completed. It also happens that dwellings appear several times with distinct characteristics in the
dataset. It is not clear whether such discrepancies are due to renovation or rather due to errors in
the data collection process. Consequently, missing values in those cases are not replaced either.
Summarizing the above, gaps are refilled if and only if all of the following constraints are met:
1. Constancy constraint: Available numbers of bedrooms (or bathrooms respectively) are constant, i.e., there are no contradicting recordings for the same house.
2. Time constraint: The time span between two transactions is greater than six months, i.e.,
TIMEdiff = TIME2 − TIME1 > 0.5 years.
3. Price growth constraint: The average annual price growth is less than 25%, i.e.,


PRICE2
PRICE1

1/TIMEdiff

− 1 < 25%.

After applying the above described reconstruction algorithm to the Sydney dataset, there are only
154, 824 incomplete recordings left. Thus, the share of incomplete recordings has been reduced from
46.3% to 35.6%! Non-refillments occurred mainly due to a violation of the constancy constraint
and hardly ever due to the time constraint. The final number of complete observations is 280, 471.

5 Results for Sydney, 2001-2011
5.1 The hedonic model
The model equation for the standard approach is given by

log P = β0 + f1 (TIME) + f2 (LONG, LAT) +

6
X
i=2

+

6
X
i=2

βiBED 1{i} (BED)

βiBATH 1{i} (BATH) + β AREA log(AREA) + ε.

(6)

Table 3 summarizes the model output.9 The estimated parameters readily fulfil expectations:
The higher the number of bed- or bathrooms the higher the price of a dwelling. Only the parameter
to the indicator of six bedrooms is slightly lower than the one corresponding to five bedrooms.
Nonetheless, the difference is very small. An increase in land area also leads to higher house prices.
Estimated standard errors are very small which indicates stable estimations. All parameters are
highly significant according to simple t-tests. Further model analysis is provided in Appendix B.
8 Six months are chosen as minimum time span between two transactions following usual methodological choices
for repeat-sales indexes (see for instance the methodology of the S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index: S&P Dow
Jones Indices, 2015).
9 Simon Wood’s R-package mgcv was used to estimate these models. This package includes a function bam() that
is well suited to handle big datasets. Both smooth terms are estimated using thin plate regression splines. As upper
bound for the basis dimension I used 60 for the time effect and 600 for the locational effect. A sensitivity analysis
suggested that these values are appropriate and further increasing the dimension did not have noticeable effects on
the resulting price index.
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Intercept
BED.2
BED.3
BED.4
BED.5
BED.6
BATH.2
BATH.3
BATH.4
BATH.5
BATH.6
log(AREA)

Estimate
11.547
0.149
0.260
0.354
0.403
0.396
0.099
0.236
0.381
0.490
0.591
0.222

11
Std. Error
0.0096
0.0066
0.0065
0.0066
0.0067
0.0073
0.0009
0.0014
0.0030
0.0068
0.0170
0.0012

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 3: Estimated parameters, standard errors and p-values related to t-tests for model (6).

5.2 The continuous index
The continuous index is gained by extracting the time effect from model (6) and transforming
it as described previously. Figure 1 plots the resulting index together with point-wise standard
error bands. The index detects a rapid price increase until 2004, a second peak at the end of
2007 and decreasing prices thereafter. From 2009 on prices rose again before they stabilized at an
all-times high level from the beginning of 2010 on. Next to this general patterns the index very
precisely measures small movements around the long-term trends. Standard error bands are in
general narrow indicating stable estimates.

Fig. 1: Continuous index with point-wise standard error bands (±2 · sd
.e.).
5.3 Comparison to time-dummy and median indexes
The continuous index is an extension of the classical time-dummy index and will therefore be compared to this more basic class of indexes. When comparing indexes based on different time scales
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Fig. 2: Interpolated index versus step function index.

Fig. 3: Schematic explanation of the averaging effect.

(discrete versus continuous or discrete indexes using different period lengths) thoughtful choices
of visualization techniques are important. Discrete indexes are per construction constant over one
period. But usually when plotted these indexes are not kept constant over a period but rather
interpolated from one period to the next. This means that the index is most often plotted as a
continuous function although it is in fact a step function. This is fine as long as the indexes to be
compared are based on the same time scale and when interpreting indexes one keeps in mind that
the interpolating lines are just visual effects. Here, I want to compare indexes that are based on
different period lengths, i.e., the domains of the indexes differ from one to another. Hence, interpolation does not make sense and indexes should be visualised as step functions. Figure 2 shows
an interpolated index (period length: six months) together with the more accurate step function
index. This figure shows that interpolations actually perform a shift of the index: In case of panel
(a) it is a shift to the left as the starting points of each period are taken as supporting points for
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the interpolation, whereas in panel (b) it is a shift to the right as the ending points of each period are taken as supporting points. The magnitude of the shift is determined by the period length.
Another important aspect is the following: A discrete index reports an average effect per period.
Peaks and troughs of the true (but unknown) index might be averaged out. Longer periods lead
to more pronounced averaging effects. Figure 3 demonstrates this effect: The black line shows the
true price index. Assuming an index provider splits the time span into two periods as indicated by
the gray dashed lines. The estimated index values per period report the average level within each
period. The results are the two red lines. The index provider therefore concludes a price change of
∆p∗ whereas the true price change ∆p is much bigger. In times of rapid price changes this effect is
very pronounced whereas in times of relatively constant prices the effect diminishes. This means
that the magnitude of the effect is not constant over time which leads to another error source
of discrete indexes. Discrete house price indexes are described to report price changes of average
houses. In fact, however, they report average price changes of average houses and I claim that
there is one average too much.

Fig. 4: Continuous index (black lines) compared to time-dummy and median indexes.

Figure 4 finally compares the continuously estimated index to various time-dummy and median
indexes based on different period lengths. Median indexes seem to get more reliable when shortening periods from years to half-years or even quarters but more wiggly and hence less precise as
period lengths are further decreased. The averaging effect is well seen when analysing time-dummy
indexes. As prices rose sharply at the beginning of the time span, the averaging effect leads to far
too low price levels for long periods such as years or half-years. The averaging effect becomes less
pronounced for quarterly and monthly periods. In this sense, time-dummy indexes converge to the
continuously estimated index. However, as median indexes the preciseness of time-dummy indexes
declines when periods are shorten too much as a consequence of too few observations per period.
This behaviour is shown in Figure 5 where periods are shortened to ten and five days respectively.
The average number of observations per period are 3, 300 for monthly, 1, 100 for ten-days and 660
for five-days periods. A continuously estimated index avoids the optimization problem of finding
an accurate period length and is with this regard more objective. Additionally to period lengths,
determining starting points induces another source of subjectivity. Figure 6 shows two yearly timedummy indexes which respectively rely on the 1st of January and the 1st of July as starting points.
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Fig. 5: Time-dummy indexes based on very short periods: (a) monthly periods, (b) ten-days periods
and (c) five-days periods compared to the continuously estimated index (solid black line).

Fig. 6: Sensitivity towards starting points: Comparison of two yearly time-dummy indexes with
different starting points (January 1 and July 1 respectively).

The resulting indexes differ strongly – particularly in terms of index levels. To some extend this
is due to the different normalizing periods (January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2001 and July 1,
2001 to June 30, 2002). Additionally, different magnitudes of the averaging effect lead to such
distinct indexes which demonstrates the sensitivity of time-dummy indexes towards the selection
of starting points. The index starting on the 1st of January ranges between 1 and 1.70 whereas
the other index ranges between 1 and 1.56. Again, a continuously estimated index is not affected
by such choices and with this regard superior.
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Fig. 7: Comparing daily evaluated continuous index to its yearly evaluated counterpart.

In fact, if the goal is to have one index number per period, e.g., per year, it still makes more sense
to estimate the index continuously and evaluate the model only once per year. The values are then
precise numbers at a specific point in time and not averages over a period. In this case interpolating
between index values makes sense as the values are not averages over a period. Figure 7 compares
the daily evaluated continuous index to its yearly evaluated counterpart (evaluation date: 1st of
January). The resulting index is of course less precise in terms of detecting small movements in the
housing market. Still, levels are in general measured accurately as there are no averaging effects.

5.4 Comparison to a stratification index
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) publishes house price indexes for the eight capital cities
of Australia including Sydney. The quarterly based index uses a stratification approach. Their
clusters are build from suburbs, the lowest level geographical classification their data allows. For
each suburb the following variables are available:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

percentage
percentage
percentage
percentage
percentage
percentage

of
of
of
of
of
of

three bedroom houses,
four bedroom houses,
detached houses,
townhouses,
owner-occupied houses,
rented houses,

7. Socio-Economic
Indexes
for
Area
(SEIFA),10
8. distance to the central business district,
9. distance to hospitals,
10. distance to shops.

The first four variables describe the houses’ physical characteristics. The percentage of owneroccupied and rented houses might be another proxy for the quality of houses in a suburb. The last
four variables describe attributes that are usually subsumed as locational effects. Based on these
variables, the ABS performs a principal-component analysis identifying sufficiently homogeneous
strata. In the case of Sydney, this approach leads to 55 strata.
10

ABS’ indexes SEIFA rank areas in Australia according to their social and economic conditions.
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The data comes from public authorities11 guaranteeing high reliability and comprehensiveness.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics (2005) gives further details about the construction method of
this index and the data sources.
Despite the fact that the continuously estimated index presented in this paper and the ABS
index differ in both, the methodology of construction and data used, they still aim to measure the
same effect. Therefore, it is worth comparing them.

Fig. 8: Official index for Sydney published by the ABS compared to continuously estimated index.

Figure 8 shows the ABS index (Q3/2003 - Q2/2014) together with the continuously estimated
index (1.1.2001-31.12.2011). To minimize the impact of averaging effects I normalize both indexes
with respect to the center of the overlapping period, i.e., Q3/2007 and October 1, 2007 respectively.
In this quarter prices did not change a lot leading to a small averaging effect. The indexes coincide
almost perfectly indicating that both indexes meet their goal to extract the pure quality-adjusted
change in (median) house prices. In concordance with the prior findings, the quarterly based index
seems to be an approximation of the continuous one. In general, both indexes indicate very similar
trends and detect identical turning points. Only in the period between 2009 and 2010 the ABS
index seems to lack behind. Figure 8 also shows the ABS index normalized such that it coincides
with the continuous index at the beginning of the overlapping period, i.e., Q3/2003. In this quarter house prices increased substantially leading to a great averaging effect which is propagated
throughout the entire time span.
Still, when minimizing the averaging effect both indexes lead to very similar results which is not
surprising: The ABS applies a sophisticated stratification methodology. The information inherent
in the variables that the ABS uses to construct strata and the ones that I use when compiling the
continuous index is very similar. Still, the ABS data seems superior in terms of physical characteristics as the continuous index uses only three variables (number of bed- and bathrooms and land
area) to describe the quality of a house. The continuously estimated index uses exact longitudes
11 State/Terretory Land Titles Office, Valuers’-General Office or similar equivalent (see Australian Bureau of
Statistics, 2005)
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and latitudes to simultaneously capture all locational effects. The ABS uses a very fine geographical
classification together with important price-determining variables that allow appropriate clustering
of the geographical areas. Both approaches hence account for locational effects efficiently whereas
the use of exact longitudes and latitudes still seems preferable as indicated before: The approach
based on longitudes and latitudes accounts for all possible locational effects simultaneously whereas
the stratification approach might still neglect important aspects related to location. With regard to
comprehensiveness, the ABS dataset outperforms the dataset by the Australian Property Monitors
used here.12 The above endorses the following statements: First, accurate methods to account for
locational effects are most crucial. Second, sophisticated econometric tools probably can – to a
certain extent – compensate lacks in data quality. Third, availability of an extensive list of physical
house characteristics seems less important when constructing indexes. This means that reliable
indexes can still be constructed when the data quality is not entirely satisfying and the set of physical house characteristics is limited as long as locational effects can be accounted for accurately
and the applied methods are adequate.
In their information paper (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2005) the ABS states that there
were some user requests for a more frequent (i.e., monthly) index. However, the ABS “does not
believe that the currently available data are sufficient to support the construction of a reliable
monthly series.” This is surely true when using stratification methods. As seen here, however,
applying hedonic approaches allows to construct arbitrarily frequent (even continuous) and still
reliable indexes.

5.5 Numerical results
So far I exclusively focussed on visual comparisons of indexes. In this section I will hence measure
the distance of the above presented indexes to the daily evaluated continuous index numerically.
To measure a distance between two indexes I use the maximum and Euclidean norm and
additionally calculate the average absolute distance. Indexes defined over different periods do not
have the same length and cannot be compared directly but have to be transformed first. For
illustration purposes, lets assume that a monthly index, indexm , shall be compared to a quarterly
index, indexq . The period of observation be one year. So the monthly index consists of nm = 12
values, whereas the quarterly index is of length nq = 4. The quarterly index is therefore transformed
to
indexq = (q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 )>

q

\ = (q1 , · · · , q1 , q2 , · · · , q2 , q3 , · · · , q3 , q4 , · · · , q4 )> .
index
| {z } | {z } | {z } | {z }
4×

q

4×

4×

4×

\ is of length nm and the indexes can be compared directly. The maximum norm is then
Now index
defined as
q
q
\ − indexm
\ i − indexm i
index
=
max
index
max

i∈{1,··· ,nm }

and the Euclidean norm as
q

\ − indexm
index
The average absolute distance is given by

2

v
u nm 
2
uX
q
\ − indexm i .
=t
index
i

i=1

nm
q
1 X
\ i − indexm i .
index
nm i=1
12 In their information paper that describes the construction of the index, ABS states that their main data source
– collected by the registration offices of the state government authorities – is the “most comprehensive dataset
currently available on house sales”.
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As I want to compare the continuous index to period-wise estimated indexes, I first evaluate the
continuous index daily and transform the period-wise estimated indexes accordingly. If the goal
is to have just one index number per time interval, the continuous model – as motivated before
– can be used to construct such indexes efficiently and accurately by evaluating the model once
per period. These indexes are referred to as semi-continuous. As this index numbers are related to
specific points in time and not averages over a period, the correct way of comparing them to the
daily evaluated index13 – graphically and numerically – is to use linear interpolation. The results
of this exercise are given in Table 4.14

Median

Time-dummy

Stratification

Semi-continuous

Maximum norm
Euclidean norm
Average absolute distance
Maximum norm
Euclidean norm
Average absolute distance
Maximum norm
Euclidean norm
Average absolute distance
Maximum norm
Euclidean norm
Average absolute distance

Years
0.320
10.131
0.150
0.250
9.890
0.149
–
–
–
0.083
1.623
0.018

Half-years
0.259
5.379
0.070
0.147
5.190
0.078
–
–
–
0.057
1.019
0.011

Quarters
0.257
4.835
0.057
0.099
3.096
0.047
0.072
1.698
0.022
0.017
0.364
0.004

Months
0.320
8.319
0.112
0.057
1.110
0.016
–
–
–
0.008
0.182
0.002

Table 4: Analysis of the distance between the continuously estimated and daily evaluated index
and all other discrete indexes presented in the paper.

Regardless which measure is taken, the maximum norm, the Euclidean norm or the average
absolute distance, almost identical results are obtained. The median index performs worst. As it
was already seen in Figure 4, median indexes become more reliable when decreasing the period
length from years to half-years and even quarters but become very wiggly and hence untrustworthy
thereafter. Time-dummy indexes seem to converge to the continuously estimated index with decreasing period length. As already seen in Figure 5, reducing the period length to shorter periods
than months the index becomes less accurate similarly as for median indexes.15 The ABS stratification index is closer to the continuous index than comparable median or time-dummy indexes.
The semi-continuous indexes outperform all other presented indexes which is not surprising as they
are per construction very similar to the continuous index.
5.6 Flexible shadow prices
In a first step only parametric terms are allowed to evolve over time. The hedonic model (6) is
then modified to
log P =β0 + f1 (TIME) + f2 (LONG, LAT) +

6
X
i=2

+

6
X
i=2

+

5
X
i=2

13

βiBED 1{i} (BED) +

fiBED (TIME|BED = i)1{i} (BEDt ) +

6
X
i=2

6
X
i=2

βiBATH 1{i} (BATH) + β AREA log(AREA)

fiBATH (TIME|BATH = i)1{i} (BATH)

fiAREA (TIME|AREAcat = i)1{i} (AREAcat ) + ε.

Of course, also the daily evaluated index is not continuous in the strict sense as values are only interpolated
between days. But the estimation technique is continuous and the index is evaluated on a very fine grid approximating
the practically impossible continuous evaluation.
14 To guarantee comparability all indexes are normalized with respect to the starting period or starting point,
respectively.
15 For a ten-days (five-days) period the maximum norm yields 0.094 (0.136), the Euclidean norm 2.653 (2.895)
and the average absolute deviation 0.040 (0.042).
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I
II
III
IV
V
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Land area
100
450
451
600
601
750
751
- 1,000
1,001 - 5,000

Table 5: Categorization of land area.

Fig. 9: Updating structure for f (LONG, LAT).

Fig. 10: Comparing indexes with different degrees of flexibility.

AREAcat denotes the categorized land area variable. This variable consists of five categories
as described in Table 5.16 The index resulting from this model with flexible parametric terms is
shown as index (b) in Figure 10. There are only minor differences between the index with flexible
parametric terms and the standard continuous index. This suggests that shadow prices associated
with the number of bed- and bathrooms and land area did not change dramatically over time.
16 There are many observations with land areas ranging from 500 to 700 square metres and only few observations
with very large land areas. The categorization reflects this distribution by more narrowly spaced intervals around
the center and broad intervals in the top end.
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Fig. 11: Land area effect for all five categories over time.

Fig. 12: The effect of number of bed- and bathrooms over time.

Figure 11 shows the land area effect for each category. The values on the ordinate are very small
indicating that there are hardly any differences in the five effects. The effects of number of bedand bathrooms are more volatile over time (see Figure 12). Still, the values on the ordinate are
very small. I consider two ways to include a flexible locational effect: First, the benchmark index
(shown as index (d) in Figure 10) is obtained by interacting f2 (LONG, LAT) with yearly dummy
variables. More frequent updates are computationally impracticable. However, as seen in Figure 10
the resulting index is prone to jumps as yearly updates are simply not appropriate. Relying on
overlapping periods is the second way to allow flexible locational effects. Therefore, I estimate
six models with different updating structures of f2 (LONG, LAT) (the updating scheme is shown in
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Figure 9) and calculate the geometric mean of the resulting six indexes to gain the averaged index
which is shown as index (c) in Figure 10. The averaged index is smoother and has almost no
jumps. Both indexes that allow for flexible locational effects indicate that the price peak in 2004
was much higher than suggested by the standard index. Again from 2011 the price levels proposed
by the four indexes diverge. This indicates that an average locational effect over the entire period of
observation 2001 to 2011 is not precise enough. Effects that are explained by changes in locational
variables are absorbed into the price index when f2 (LONG, LAT) is kept constant over time.
6 Robustness Analysis
In this section I analyse the robustness of the continuously estimated index with respect to three
different aspects. First, I address the issue of adding observations of new periods to the model.
Time fixity17 is a very important aspect of index construction techniques particularly for statistical
agencies. Second, I analyse the sensitivity of the index towards a reduction in frequency of the
available data. What happens to the index when observations are not available on a daily but
rather on a monthly or even quarterly basis? Finally, I bring up the issue of sample sizes. High
numbers of observations naturally produce more reliable indexes but how does the proposed index
change when the dimension of the underlying dataset is reduced?
6.1 Time fixity
Time fixity is one of the most important characteristics of a house price index. From a theoretical
point of view, the continuous time index might change a bit when adding observations of a new
period but not dramatically. This is due to the fact that I use a local basis approach to construct
the spline that estimates the functional form of the time effect in the model. Using local basis
functions instead of global ones guarantees that only the very end of an index might change due to
new observations. Further minor differences in indexes constructed out of models spanning different
time periods result from the control of wiggliness through the smoothing parameter. Panel (a) in
Figure 13 shows three continuously estimated indexes. The first one covers the entire time span,
whereas the other two are restricted to the time spans 2001-2010 (i.e., leaving out the last year) and
2001-2008 (i.e., leaving out the three years that experienced a rapid increase in house prices). It can
be clearly seen that there are in fact no differences between the presented indexes demonstrating
that time fixity is not an issue for these kinds of indexes.
6.2 Frequency
Next, I analyse changes in the index if the data is not recorded on a daily but rather on a more
infrequent basis. In practise the exact transaction date might not be available but only the month
or quarter in which the transaction occurred. Therefore, the sensitivity of an index towards such
kinds of practical limitation is of great interest. To construct a smooth time scale out of monthly
data, I assume that all transactions occurred in the middle of the month, i.e., on the 15th of the
respective month. The time scale is then – in accordance with (2) – given by
TIME.Mi = YEARi +

MONTHi − 1 +
12

15−1
30

.

Analogously, a continuous time scale based on quarterly observed data is constructed via
TIME.Qi = YEARi +

QUARTERi − 1 +
4

45−1
90

.

Panel (b) in Figure 13 shows three indexes: One is based on daily observations (i.e., it uses the exact
transaction dates), one is based on monthly and the last one on quarterly observations. Considering
the indexes based on daily and monthly observations, there are hardly any deviations. In fact, the
17

Time fixity means that index numbers do not have to be revised when adding data of a new period.
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Fig. 13: Robustness analysis: (a) Time Fixity, (b) Sensitivity towards changes in the frequency of
observed data, (c) Sensitivity towards a reduction of the sample size.

maximum absolute deviation between these two indexes is 0.00565. The average deviation is 0.00032
and the average absolute deviation 0.00134. The indexes based on daily and quarterly observations
deviate much stronger, which is not surprising as the latter index can not detect changes within
quarters. Despite that, the general development as well as turning points are identical.
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6.3 Sample size
Obviously, the reliability of an index increases with rising sample sizes. In our case the number of
observations is very large (280, 471) but what happens to the index if there were less observations?
To answer this question, I create random sub-samples by sampling without replacement. The subsamples’ dimensions are 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% of the original length of the dataset.
sub-sample
average absolute deviation
maximum absolute deviation

10%
0.99%
2.27%

25%
0.57%
1.77%

50%
0.45%
1.47%

75%
0.17%
0.67%

90%
0.15%
0.52%

Table 6: Deviation from continuous index.

Table 6 reports the average and maximum absolute deviations between the indexes based on
all observations and the index based on sub-samples. Generally, the deviations are very small. A
graphical inspection yields – in accordance with the numerical analysis – that there are hardly any
deviations between the index resulting form the full dataset and the indexes based on the 75%- and
90%-sub-sample. There are minor deviations when considering the 50%-sub-sample. The same is
true when further reducing the sample size (see panel (c) in Figure 13). The indexes based on such
small sample sizes (the 10%-sub-sample consists of less than 30, 000 observations over a time span
of eleven years) still tell the same story about the development of the housing market in terms
of overall level, major turning points, peaks and troughs. This findings suggest that the proposed
method delivers reliable results also for strikingly small sample sizes.
7 Conclusions
This paper proposes an extension of the classical hedonic time-dummy method to construct house
price indexes. Instead of period-wise indicators a smooth function controls for the temporal effect
delivering an index that can be evaluated arbitrarily frequently. To measure the preciseness of the
index, formulae to derive standard errors are provided. Next to a standard concept, an extension
is provided to account for changing shadow prices over time. The concepts are applied to data
describing the Sydney housing market between 2001 and 2011. The dataset created by Australian
Property Monitors includes information about transaction prices, transaction dates, number of
bed- and bathrooms, land area and exact longitudes and latitudes. As there is a large number
of missing observations, a refilling algorithm is applied relying on multiple traded dwellings. The
remaining incomplete observations are deleted as an analysis of conditional densities suggests that
complete cases are representative for the overall sample.
All calculated indexes account for locational effects very precisely by including a two-dimensional
price surface defined on longitudes and latitudes that simultaneously captures all possible locational effects on a very fine grid.
Median indexes as well as time-dummy indexes in a certain sense converge to the continuously
estimated index with decreasing period lengths. The discrete indexes, however, become very wiggly and unreliable as soon as periods are shortened too much. Additionally to this sensitivity of
discrete indexes towards the choice of period lengths, they are also sensitive towards the selection
of starting points. This means that for instance a yearly index based on the period 1st of January
to 31st of December delivers different results than a yearly index based on the period 1st of July
to 30th of June. This is due to an averaging effect inherent to all discrete index construction methods. The continuously estimated index avoids these choices and is therefore with this regard more
objective.
The continuous index is very robust in several ways: First, the index does (almost) not change
when adding new observations although the proposed method relies on a single-model approach.
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This property, also known as time fixity, is a very important aspect of price indexes in general.
Second, the continuous index is hardly affected when instead of the exact transaction date only
the month or quarter of sale is known. The method proposed here is still able to detect major
turning points as well as smaller movements precisely. Third, decreasing the sample size does not
affect the index very much. A decrease by 10% or 25% has almost no effect. But even decreasing
the sample size by as much as 75% or even 90% delivers very stable results.
Next to a standard approach, a method to allow for flexible shadow prices is proposed. It turns
out that changes in the valuation of house characteristics such as the number of bed- or bathrooms
or the land area do not affect the index dramatically whereas there are significant changes in the
locational effect over time.
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Appendix
A Complete-case analysis

Fig. 14: Comparing house price densities based on the full and complete dataset by region and
year.

In this paper I perform a complete case analysis, i.e., I exclusively rely on the fully recorded observations. This
is appropriate in this case as the estimated house price distribution is almost identical after controlling for location
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Fig. 15: Comparison of the empirical densities of the variables land area in the full and complete
datasets.

and time based on the complete and full dataset.18 This is seen in Figure 14: This figure shows estimated densities
of house prices separately for regions19 and years based on the full and the complete datasets. Figure 14 shows eight
out of 88 possible graphs. Consistently, both densities are almost identical. This is also true for most of the other 80
possible combinations of years and regions indicating that – after controlling for locational and temporal effects –
the price distribution does not depend on the completeness of observations. Additionally, I analyse the distribution
of the variable land area. Figure 15 shows that the distribution is de facto identical when estimated based on the
complete and the full dataset. These findings suggest that relying on the fully recorded observations is appropriate
for the analyses performed in this paper.

B The hedonic model
Table 3 summarizes the most important model output. In this appendix I give further details.

BED
BATH
full model

F-statistic
3, 085
18, 140

p-value
0.000
0.000

Deviance explained
88.2%
87.7%
89.1%

Table 7: Analysis of variance and deviance explained.

At first, F-tests are performed to check whether the grouping postulated by the factor variables number of bedand bathrooms is necessary. The results which are presented in Table 7 suggest that all factor levels are jointly
18

The complete dataset consists of all completely observed or completely reconstructed observations whereas the
full dataset pools all observations.
19 The dataset covers 16 regions. For this analysis I aggregate some of them to get enough observations to gain stable
results. The resulting aggregated regions are (1) Inner Sydney and Eastern Suburbs, (2) Penrith-Windsor, (3) St
Georges and Cronulla-Sutherland, (4) Western Suburbs, Fairfield-Liverpool and Canterbury-Bankstown, (5) Lower
North Shore, Upper North Shore and Mosman-Cremome, (6) Inner West, (7) Parramatta Hills, Manly-Warringah
and (8) Campbelltown.
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significant. This table also includes the explained deviance20 of the respective reduced model (reduced in that sense
that each time one variable is left out). Explained deviance is defined as
Dexp =

D(y, ȳ) − D(y, ŷ)
,
D(y, ȳ)

where D(y, ȳ) denotes the null deviance (the deviance of a model including only an intercept) and D(y, ŷ) the
deviance of the actual estimated model. Dexp describes the proportion of null deviance explained by the model.
Consequently, the closer Dexp is to 100% the better the model fit. In case of normal distributions, Dexp is almost
identical to the classical goodness-of-fit measure R-squared. According to Dexp the full model is preferred over the
smaller models that leave out the number of bed- or bathrooms respectively. In general, the explained deviance is
very high for the full model indicating a good model fit.
Model (6) does not include the land area effect linearly as in general such a behaviour is unlikely. House prices
increase with increasing land area. However, the increase is less pronounced for larger land areas compared to houses
with small land areas. There are two options how to take this into account: Either the variable itself is transformed
(for instance a log- or square root-transformation seems reasonable) or a non-parametric estimation is performed.
Figure 16 compares the estimated land area effects resulting from three different models: First, land area is estimated non-parametrically. Second, the logged land area and third the square root of land area is used as predictor
variable. The figure also includes 95% confidence bands. From the non-parametric estimation it is evident that the
data rejects a linear land area effect. For large areas the estimated effect gets wiggly and the estimated function
even decreases rapidly for the largest areas. Above that, confidence intervals become very broad. This is due to
a low number of observed dwellings with large areas. The log-transformed effect shows a very similar behaviour
for small areas. Only for large land areas the effect differs from the smoothly estimated effect. However, the logtransformation seems superior to the smooth estimation as it – per construction – stays stable for very large areas.
The square root-transformation seems to overestimate the true effect. Comparing explained deviance for all three
models, one finds that the Dexp is virtually the same for the model with the non-parametric term and the one with
the log-transformed variable (both times approximately 89.1%) and slightly lower for the model including the square
root-transformed variable (88.9%). This finding as well as the graphical inspection suggest to include the land area
effect logarithmically. The procedure followed here is a general and very objective method to choose appropriate
transformations of covariates.

Fig. 16: Comparing estimated land area effects.

The locational effect is shown in Figure 17. Dark colors indicate a low and light colors a high price level. The
orange dot indicates the position of the Sydney Opera House. As expected, higher price levels are estimated in the
inner city around the Opera House and along the coast line. The locational effect is highly significant according to
20

The deviance is a quality of fit statistic used to compare models.
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an F-test. From theory it is evident that modelling longitudes and latitudes together as two-dimensional function
shall be preferred over two one-dimensional functions. To support the theory through statistical analysis, I compare
three models:
log P = f1 (TIME) + f2 (LONG, LAT) + Xβ + ε,

(7)

log P = f1 (TIME) + f2 (LONG) + f3 (LAT) + Xβ + ε,

(8)

log P = f1 (TIME) + f2 (LONG, LAT) + f3 (LONG) + f4 (LAT) + Xβ + ε.

(9)

Model (7) is the standard model as before. Model (8) estimates separate effects for longitude and latitude. Statistically, these two models are not strictly nested and, therefore, significance test results are true only approximately.
Wood (2006) suggests to use for such tests model (9) as model (7) is then strictly nested.
The GCV score of model (8) is 0.0603 whereas the GCV score of model (7) is 0.0343. Hence, from this point
of view model (7) is to be preferred. A comparison of explained deviance (80.8% and 89.1%) also suggests that the
additive structure in model (8) is substantially worse than the structure proposed by model (7). An F-test can be
used to check which model has more likely generated the data. For this exercise, the strictly nested models, i.e.,
(7) and (9), are compared. As a result a p-value of almost zero is obtained suggesting to firmly reject the model
structure (9) in favour of the structure (7).

Fig. 17: Estimated locational effect (the orange dot indicates the position of the Sydney Opera
House).

Further model checks yield that the assumption of normally distributed errors is problematic, which implies
that a log-normal model for conditional house prices is not very well suited. Still, hedonic indexes almost entirely
rely on this assumption and more research is needed to find appropriate alternatives.
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